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This newly updated edition of Mozambique will whet the appetites of travelers of all budgets and

bring them up to date with the rapid changes that are sweeping the country, increasing its status as

a new African tourist destination. Highlights of Mozambique featured in the guide include the new

luxury lodges in the Qurimbas archipelago, the coral island of Ilha do MoÃ§ambique--a Cultural

Heritage Site with a formidable fortress--the bustling Portuguese colonial cities of Maputo and Beira,

and the exceptionally beautiful south coast.Â Features include:*Watersports, first-class diving,

pristine beaches and resorts*New information on the luxury island lodges of the north*Sections on

health and safety, planning and preparation, plus Mozambican Portuguese*Getting around by public

transportation
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"The guide reads well and contains all that an enterprising traveller or backpacker might need in the

way of information about this little-known country." Library Review "The Guide to Mozambique is

both readable and informative. The information is bang up-to-date - and so is the style. A book for

discoverers - grab it!" SA Tourism

Text: English (translation) Original Language: German --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.



Great travel book! Helped plan my trip to Mozambique! Bradt travel guides are amazing.

I was unlucky enough to have to visit Mozambique with the previous edition of this book, which was

(very poorly) updated by a different author and had numerous shortcomings.Better late than never

though, and I was surprised to see that in this new edition the original author Philip Briggs has once

again produced a guide in line with the quality of his other titles on Africa.Practical information is

now much more thorough, and there is far more detail on wildlife and national parks. He has also

successfully resisted Bradt's switch from giving only vague categories, if at all, to indicate rates of

accommodation, and this book, like all others by this author, still gives you actual prices like LP.I still

feel the book is still a bit overly enthusiastic about what I personally found one of the least rewarding

countries in the region though - I even found Mozambique's beaches far less impressive than

guidebooks might lead you to believe.The country's most unique feature in my eyes is its

Portuguese colonial heritage, and that is well-introduced here.I wish I had already had this edition

with me on my trip!

We are lucky to have been travelling in 4 African countries covered by Bradt guidebooks from

author Philips Briggs. As with his other guidebooks, Philip Briggs is a very dedicated writer, and we

believe these guidebooks are excellent. Mozambique is a beautiful country. We loved the people,

and we enjoyed our visits to some eco-tourism projects, that were mentioned in the book.Take this

guide when travelling to Mozambique!

The book contains a good overview of the history of Mozambique as well as useful hints for tourists

in relation to money, customs, wildlife, etc. The provence by provence guide was very good.
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